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Does Head Start Yield Long-Term
Benefits?

Alison Aughinbaugh

ABSTRA(C'T

Usinig a new data set, the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1997

(AIJSY97), this paper examines the relationships between Head Start and
school suspensions, grade retentiois, and scores onz miath achievement
tests. The body o'jprevious work that has studied the eJffcts (J'Head
Start oni child outrotnes has examined relatliiely young chillren or smail

samples ,from compensatorIy preschool programs other than Ilend Start.
Using tihe Nl.SY97 helps to remnedy somne qf the datat issues because it

is a large nationially representative data set anid contains outconmes uip

to the teenzage years. The estinates indicate that I-lead Start partici-
pation does not have lonqg-term benefits. i'hisfindizng is compatible
with past work- showing that compensatory preschool /programis that

lire long in duration and intenisive cre inore likely to imnprove partici-
panits' ouitcouies.

I. Introduction

Head Start and other early intervention programs attemnpt to improve
the cognitive and social skills and the health of disadvantaged childreni by providing
thermi with high-quality preschool, medical screenings, and nutritious imeals. By pro-

viding these resources, the Head Start programn attempts to prepare poor children
lor school so that they will start on a more equal footing with their inore advantaged

peers.
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In principle, Head Start should improve the long-term outcomies of its participants.
The developmenit of cognitive and noncognitive (for example, motivation) skills dur-
ing the preschool years can impact later success or failure in school. Success in
schlool then impacts success in the labor market. In addition, Heckman (1999) argues
that investmients in disadvantaged childretn are superior to investments in low-skill
adults both because the rate of return on investments in the children is higher since
less human capital has been invested in them and because the time horizon over
which returns will accrue is longer for the children.

Although some early intervention programrs have been shown to have lasting bene-
fits, the evidence for H4ead Start is not clear. A number of studies have attempted
to measure the benefits of Hlead Start to its participants, but assessing the long-term
benefits of Head Start is difficult.

As a whole children who attend HIead Start are disadvantaged.' It is likely that
the same underlying factors that cause families to be poor (and eligible for Head
Start) also affect children's outcomes and that at least some of these factors will be
unobservable. Among eligible families, unobservable characteristics may determine
which ftamilies enroll their children in Head Start. Without controllinig for these unob-
servable characteristics, Ol.S estimates oyf the effect of Head Start on children's
outcomes will be biased. Thie bias may work in either direction depending on the
ef'fect the unobservables have on the children's outcomes. For instance, if poor par-
ents who are most concerned about their children's soutcomes enroll their chilcdren
in Hlead Start, the effect of' Head Start on the children will be overestimated because
the Head Start indicator will also be picking up the high-level of conicern about the
child, which is presuimably beneficial. In contrast, if the tnost disadvantagedl of eligi-
ble children are selected to participate in Head Start, the effect that Head Start has
on childrcen will be underestimated because these children will have a greater lack
of skills and of resoulrces for which Head Start attempts to compensate. There is
some evidence that the latter holds.2

Many sttidies have examined whether Head Start affects the IQ scores of its par-tic-
ipants,. These studies indicate that the participants' scores on IQ tests are raised ini-
tially, but that the benetits fade and are cone by the time the children reach eight
or ninie years of age. Hlowever, Head Start mnay lead to academic and life success
by affecting outcomes other than IQ.

Much of the evidence that is used to argue that Head Start affects outcomies other
than IQ emnploys data from model preschool programs instead of' H-tead Start. T'he
miodel programns include the Perry Preschool Project, the Early Training Project,
and the Abecedarian Project. In general, these studies indicate that compensatory

1. Head Start guideliries require that 90 percent of the participants in a Elead Start program come from
families that live below the povetty line. In most Head Start prograImls, the percentage that meets this
criterion exceets 90) percent.
2. Caputo (1998) inids that the longer that the child's family lIas spent iU poverty, the ntore likely that
childl is to be enrolled in Head Start. Lee et al. (1990t show thtat prior to participation, childrett who are
enrolled in Head Start are poorer, liave lower score on cognitive assessmlects, and are more likeJy to live in
single-parent households than nonparticipant children of the samle age who live in ttse saine disadvantaged
neighhorhood.
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preschool is associated with fewer grade repetitions, fewer arrests, lower high school
dropout rates, and greater cognitive attainment.

The mnodel preschool programs, however, differ from Head Start in crucial ways.
They were funded at higher levels, intervened in the participants' home environmients
more intensively, had better trained staffs, and lower student-staff ratios. In their
review of studies of compensatory education programs, Ramey and Ramey (1998)
generalize that programs that begin early in development, that are long in duration,
and that are intensive (low student-staff ratios, well-trained staffs) tend to bring sig-
niticant improvements in the participants' outcomes. Head Start is neither long in
duration nor intensive. Consequently, the findings based on these projects may not
be applicable to Head Start.

In addition, the studies of model programs rely on small sample sizes and tend not to
account for sample selection. These model programiis are typically experimental in

design and thus the children assigned to treatment and control groups are randomly
assigned. Despite this, there are still selection issues involving the families agreeing
to allow their children to participate and remain in the experiment that nmay affect
the estinmation. For instance, in the Abecedarian Project, of the 120 families assigned
either to the experimental preschool group or to the control group, seven families
in the experimental group and one family in the control group declined to participate
after learning their assignments (Campbell and Ramey 1994).

Studies of model programs tend to examine either differences in the mean out-
conies of the program and nonprograni groups or the correlations between program
attendance and outcomes. Some of the studies do not account for observable or
unobservable characteristics of children. For exarmple, Sweinhart, Banies, and Wie-
kart (1993) compare children who participated in the Perry Preschool Project to their
counterparts who were not participants. At age 27, the participants had higher earn-
ings and educational attainment, a higher percentage owned homes, a lower percent-
age had received government assistance in the past ten years, and had had signifi-
cantly fewer arrests. 14owever, the results "are based on simple comparisons oi the
programil group and the no-program group without statistical adjustnments to compen-
sate for the effects and background covariates" (p. 44).

Using the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth Mother-Child Supplement
(NLSY-MCS), Currie and Thomas (1995) are able to correct for nmany of the issues
that are problematic in other studies of Head Start and other model preschool pro-
grarns.3 They exaniine the effects of Hlead Start on a variety of child outcomnes. In
order to control for unobserved differences across families via fixed-effects, their
sample is composed of children who are three or older and who have a sibling who
is also in the data set and three or older.4 Currie and Thomas examine four outcomes:
scores on the Peabody Pictotial Vocabulary Test (PPVT), grade retention. iinmuniza-
tion, and height-for-age.

3. A second study. Currie anti 'Thomnas (1999) exantines the effect of ilead Start on Hispanic children
and differences in the effects for various Hispanic subgroups. The data source and methodology used in

the two papers are the same.
4. Given the structure of the NlISY-MCS this is equivalenlt to restricting the satnple to those children
whose mtothers have had two children by the tim,e the mrothers were 22 to 29 years of age.
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For each outcome, Currie and 'honmas present three sets of results. '[he first
examines the relationship between the outcomes and participation in Head Start
without controlling for other variables. The secondcl includes controls for observed
characteristics of the child and his or her mother, and the third controls for perman-
ent observables and unobservables via a inother fixecd-effect, as well as fol timle-
varying observable characteristics. The results imply that Head Start leads to higher
PPVT scores and a lower incidence of grade retention for white children, but
has no significant eltect on the outcotmies of black children. Althlough CLrnic and
'l'homuas inprove on previous attempts to assess whether participation in Head
Start carries long-ter-m benefits, the sample of children considered is still relatively
young. The average ages of the white and black children are 8.3 and 9.0 years respec-
tively.

In this stuidy, I use the National Longitudinal Survey of Youthl 1997. a new data
set that allows one to consider longer-term effects of Head Stait. 'I'he youth are
between the ages of 12 and 17. When weighted they comprise a nationally represen-
tative sample of youth in this age range. In this paper, the retationships betweenl
Head Start and school suspensions. grade retentions, and standard scores on the
Peabody Individual Achievement Test inE mathemtatics (PIAI'-math)l are examined.
Participation in Head Start is mondeled jointly with the children's outcomes. With
regardi to the outcomes examined here, Iead Start appears not to brinlg lone-term
benefits to the participants.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 discutsses the data uised. In Section
H, I lay out the empirical model and discuss issues involved in estimating it. I present
results in Section MII. Section IV concludes.

IL Data and Variables

'The Nationial Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1997 (NLSY97) began
in 1997 as a nationally representative sample of young m-en and womrlen who were
between the ages of 12 and 16 on December 311 1996. '[he responidents were first
interviewed in 1997; they will continue to be interviewed annually. This study uses
tie data from the first round of data collection.

In the NL.SY97. informationi is collected on the youth's employment, school-
ing, and living u'rangements. In addition, in the first round of data collection, an
attempt was made to interview one parent (or parent figure) of the each youth,S
In the parent interview, the parent figure was asked questions ab3out her or him-
self and about the youth. Topics covered famnily backgroundt the parent s marital
arnd emnployment histories, the youth's school anC residential histories, time the
youth spent in child care, and whetber and at what ages the youth attended Head
Start 6 7

5. The choice of whiich parent to interview is based on ani ordered list. Biologicat mnothers aure at the
top of this his. Noncetative parent tigures are last on the list. See ttie NLSY97 Uv'rs' Guide for more
intormation.

6. 'There are 27 yoath whose parent reported ihai the youth attended cliild care otily in. the year thlat the
yooth aEso attended EEead Start. Fromn the qtnestons, one cant not discern whether the ctitd care referenced
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The outcomies examined are whether the youth has been suspended frolim school,
whether the youth has repeated a grade, and the youth's standard score on the Pea-
body Inlividual Achievemiient T'est in mathematics (PIAT-matlh). Trhe parent-inter-
view co)llects infornmation on suspensions and grade retention. The parent is asked
whether and in what grade the youth experienced these events. As part of the youth
interview, the PIAE-math is adcministered to youth who were not yet enrolle(d in
tenth gracde.

Missing information about hlead Start, child care, and the youtlh outcomes is
treated as unknowni. If this information is missing, the youth is not included in the
equation estimated for the youth outcome. if an explanatory variable is missing, a
dummiy variable indicating that that variable is missing is set to one anid the variable
is set to zero.

Table I presents descriptive statistics for the samnple of youth for which informa-
tion on Head Start and child care attendance is available. This table is composed of
six columns. TIshe first two present means and standard deviations for the full sample

of youth. The remaining columlns present this information by Iead Start participa-
tion. The data presented here and used in the estimiation are weighted by the sample
weights provided in the NLSY97.

Head Start and child care informiation was reported lor 7,787 youth. The weighted
data show that about 14 percent of the youth represented by this sample attended
I-ead Start and 86 percent did not. The descriptive statistics in Table 1 show that
the Head Start attendees are disadvantaged relative to the nonattendees and have
worse outconles than the nonattendees. This is expected given that Head Start is
targeted to poor children.

In the attendees' households, labor incolme earned in the last year is less thall half
of that in the households of the youth who were nonattendees ($20,016.69 versus
$42,950.94). Hloutsehold ntonwage inlcome is about one-third smaller for Head Start

attendees than nonattetidees. 'The attencdees are more likely to have experienced hard
times both at preschools ages and by the age of 12.8 They arc abouEt twice as likely
to have been suspended from school or have repeated a grade, and score II points
lower on the PIAT-math coompared to youth who do not attend Head Start. In addi-
tion, the rnothers and maternal granidmothers of the Head Start participants are, less
well educated than the miothers of the nonattendees.

is a Heaad Start program or a different chidt care arrangement. These children are treated as having attended
both Head Start and child care. The estimates that de not contnro for unobserved heterogeneity are not
affected by this classiticationi.
7. Data on the numiiber of four-year-olds enrolle-d in Ilead Start imphes that between 12 percent aid l t3
percent were enrolled in Head Start in the years 1984 through 1989. In this satiple, the perceittage that
participated in i-eaid Start is near the 14 percent. To explore the issue of misclassilication in parent's report
of Head Start attendance by their children, a randoio i(l percent of those youth who are classified as Head
Start attendees are reclassified as nonattendees and chiild care attendees. When the child outcormie equ-ations
with no controls for heterogeneity are reestimated with the recassification, there is no significant cliange
in the estnitated Head Start or child care effects.
8. The information about whether and when the youmth went througgh hard times is collected in the parent
interview. The examnples of hard times that are provided in the question are living in a place withotit water
or electricity or in a himeless shelter.
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IlL Empirical Issues and Model

A large body of research has established that vouth from disadvan-
taged backgroundcls have worse outcomes than their counterparts from more advan-
taged backgrounds. ConseqUently, one wouldl expect youth who participated in Head
Start to have worse OU'tC'lCoS than those who did not. If one could conitrol completely
for the influences that affect the youth's outcomes, unbiased and consistent estimates
of the 1Hlead Start effect could be obtained. Although the data employed here pernit
one to control for some of the observable differences in the youth's backgrounds,
the backgrounds of the youths are likely to vary in uniobservable ways also. I'hese
unobservable characteristics of the youth and their families are likely to be correlated
with both childhood poverty (and hence Hlead Start participation) and the youth's
later oLitcomnes. Thus, both observable and unobservable characteristics trust be con-
sidered when testing whether participation in Head Start improves the youths' out-
comles over what they would have been had they not participated. The empirical
model described in this section attempts to control for observable differences in
background and the selection issues involvinig which youth attended H-ead Start and
child care.

II specify a linear approximationi to the production fiction 'for each of the youth
outcomes.

(1) q7 =,kl + 6,kJSi ( 0 tk X, CQi + 4Fqki

where qk represenits youth i's outcome k, HS, is a dummy variable that indicates
wvhether youth i attended Head Start, ('C7, is a dummray variable that indicates whether
the youth spent 20 or more hours per week in child care in any of the first live years
of his or her life, and X? is a vector of characteristics of the child and his or her
mother that mnay affect the youth's outcomes. T'he O's are parameters to be estimated
and ni is the error termii.

In order to estimate the effect of' IHead Start on youth outconmes, it is necessary
to exclude other encogenous variables that may respond to Head Start participation
from the youth outcome equations. Thus, the variables included in XY do not include
previous child outcomnes or humani capital decisions made by the youth or his family
that may have been af'fected by Head Start participation. X" includes the youth's
age, the youth's gender, whether the youth was first born, log of wage and salary
income of' the responding parent and his or her spouse in the past calendar year
(e1996), a dumrmy variable indicating that labor income is missing, the logarithm of
the nonwage incomiie ot' the responding parent's household from the past calendar
year, a dummy variable indicating nonwage inconme is missing, a dummy variable
indicating that the youth experiencedl harC times, the highest degree cornpleted by the
youth's mother, mother's height, a set of dumnmy variables indicating the relationship
between the youth's biological miotlher and the responding parent, and the highest
grade completed by the youth's maternal grandrmiother.

This specification is based on that used by Currie and TI'honmas (1995). There are,
however, important differences betveen their specification and the one presented

9. For example, see Dtuncan anid Brooks-Gunn C 1 997).
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here. First, Currie and Thormias are able to construct a measure of permianent in-

come over the child's early years, but because of data limitations, I can include only

incomie from the past year. In addition, I break income into two components-

income from labor and nonwage income.'0 In an attempt to better control for the

economic conditions of the youth's household, I include an additional regressor. an

indicator for whether the youth ever experienced hard times at age 12 or younger.

Second, Currie and Thomas include in the regression on the child's outcomes a

measure of mother's aptitude, her score on the Armed Forces Qualification T'est

(AFQT). No such measure is available in the NLSY97. Third, I include a set

of dutmny variables that describe the relationship between the youth's biolog-

ical mother and the responding parent. which can vary. In the data that Currie and

Thomas use, the NLSY79-MCS, the sampling fram-ne dictates that the responding

parenit is the child's biological mother. Fourth, Currie and Thomas compare the ef-

fect of Head Start attendanice with the attendance of other preschlool programs. In

the NLSY97, information about the attendance of other preschool programs is

not available, but information about regular child care is available. Thus, in this

analysis Head Start participation is compared to child care attendance, not preschool

attendance.
Using the NLSY79-MCS, Appendix I compares somre of these differences in the

present specification with the specification used by CutTie and Thomas. This appen-

dix examines whether (1) the lack of information on permanent incomne and mother's

aptitude in the present specificationi and (2) the removal of the restriction that the

samiple consists of those youth with a sibling for whom a valid ineasure of the out-

come is available alter estimates of the effect of Head Start. The outcomes exaamined

in the appendix are the same three considered here: standard score on the PIAT-

math, repetition ol a grade, and suspension from school. The estimates indicate that,

holding constant the years of data employed, these differences in specification do

not lead to different inferences about the effect of Head Start on these outcomes for

either black or white youth.
In the estimation of the equations explaining the youth outcomes, the endlogeneity

of IfS and CC' must be addressed. In addition to unobserved heterogenieity associ-

ated with HS, and CC, these indicators may be endogenous to the youthi outcomes

because they are available only for those youth for whom a parent-interview was

conducted. Information about the youth's participation in Hlead Start and child care

are collected in a parent-interview that accompanied round I data collection in the

NLSY97. Of the 8,984 youth, 1,051 do not have a completed parent-interview be-

cause either- the parent refused or the youth did not have a parent-figure eligible to

be interviewed. The potential endogeneity that arises fromi having a sample com-

posed only of those youth for whom a parent-interview was completed lMust also
be addressed in the empirical model.

To correct for the endogeneity, I estimate each of the youth outcome equations

jointly with the equations that explain whether youth i attended IIead Start or child

10. This is done because in this data total income is the sum of mcoime from marry sources. If information

about any source of income is missing, then total incomle is rmissing. Wage and salary inconte (the bulk

of income from roost families) is missing in a smaller nurinber of cases.
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care, and whether a parent interview was collected. 'ITle specifications employed for
the HS,, CC,, and Pli equations are presenited below.

(2) HSi = Q,,, 4- X Os + £,Sj

(3) 'Ci = E),,: + X" O,, + ccc,

(4) P1i = 9,6 tX 5 , E5,

where HSi,, C(C(, P, andl are deisrete variables. HSi and CCi are equal to one if the
youth attended Head Stan. or child care and zero if he or she did not. PI, is equal
to one if a parent-interview is comnpilewed for the youth and zero otherwise. PIi is
defined for all youth. HS, and CC; are defined only for those youth for whom a
parent interview was completed.

To aid in the identification of the Head Start and child care efl'ects in the outcome
equations, some of the variables included in XV' and X"'' are excluded from X'. All
variables that make up X/ are included in both X115 antd Xcc x" also contains the
ratio of the number of children enrolled in Head Start to the numnber of poor children
ages three to five, the federal expenditure on Heacd Start per participant from the
fiscal year of the youth's fourth birthday, and indicators for whether the youth experi-
enced hard times at ages three, four, and five." These inistrumlients attempt to capture
how availability, quality, and eligibility for Head Start imlpact whether a youth partic-
ipated in the program. In addition to the variables in X'. X`' includes the average
weekly cost of child-care, the median earnings for full-time, year-round working
women in the year of the youth's fourth birthday, and indicators for whether the
youth experienced hard times at ages three, four, and five.12 The cost of child care
and the earnings of women reflect two prices that affect parents' decisions about
working outside of the honme and placing the child in someone else's care.

T}o allow, in a tractable way, for the possible correlation in errors across the equa-
tions, I impose a factor structure on the disturbance terms. Under this specification,
the error ter-ni for each equatioi is represented as

(5) e w = + P+
j-l

where z = qk, 11S CC, PI], w; aren mutually independent disturbatnces that are
assumed to be independent of the relevant X2, the p 's are factor loadings that allow
for flexibility of the effects of the factors in the different equations, and J is the
number of iactors. The correlations amilong the C's are a result of the J commnon
factors, Vi. These factors are the unobserved variables that influence the youth's
attendance of Head Start or chiild care and the youth's outcomies. In this analysis,

Iultiple factors are permitted as opposed to imposing a one-factor structure. (Mroz
1999). The factors (t's) are assumied to be distributed by a step functioni. (Heckrman

I1. The statistics on thre nubher of' children enrolled in Head Start and the average spending per Head
Start participants come from the [lead Start fact sheets that are availabte from the Administration oni
Children, Youth, and Eantilies in the Denartment of Htealth and tluman Services.
12. The statistics sti child care costs come from C'asper, Hawkins, and O'Connell (1994) and those on
median earnings come from U.S. Bureau of Census. 'Full-time. Year-roundi Workers by Mediart Earnings
and Gender, 1960-1997."
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and Singer 1984). This assumption is less restrictive than the practice of specifying
a functional form for the unobservabies. Moreover, under this assumption the p's
are estimated jointly with the rest of the model and thus determined by the data.13

For each outcome, Equations 1 through 4 are estimated jointly by full information

maximum likelihood.'4 Greater detail on the likelihood functioni is provided in Ap-
pendix 2.5,16

lV. Results

In this section, I focus on the estimates of the impact that attendance

of Head Start and of child care have on youth outcomes. 'I'he results are also pre-
sented for the equations that explain whether the youth attended Head Start and
whether the youth attended child care.

A. Estimates of the Youth Outcome Equations

'Fable 2 presents the coefficient estimates and, for discrete outcomes, the marginal
effects of Head Start and chiild care on each of the youth outcomes. In the top half
of the table, results are presented for the models that do not control for unobserved
heterogenieity. The bottom half of Table 2 contains the results from the models that
attempt to control for unobserved heterogeneity.' 7

In the tnodels with tio controls for unobserved heterogeneity, Head Start participa-
tion is associated with worse youth outcomes, and child care attendance is unrelated
to the outcomes. Introducing the heterogeneity controls alters these relationships.
Wlhen the heterogeneity controls are added, the estimated effects of Head Start on
PIAT-math and on grade repetitions fall and become insignificant. However, Head
Start remains positively associated with having been suspended. The marginal effect

on school suspension of having attended Head Start rises from nine to 11 percentage
points after the heterogeneity controls are included. This result is troubling and may
imply, at least for school suspension, that the model is -misspecified. Although the
Ifactors that control for unobserved heterogeneity are significant in the models for

13. For other research in labor economics thiat applies this methodology. see Blau and Hagy (t 998) Heck-

man and Walker (199(), and tlu (1999).
14. Jointly estimating all three ol the youth outcomes may yield some efticiency. Models for each of the

outcomnes were estimated separately here to allow the specification for unobserved heterogeneity to vary

across the outcomes. As in the results presented here, a model where the youth outcornes are estimiated

jointly does not indicate betietits frotm ltead Start participation.
15. Conditionial on the discrete distribution of the unobservables, the error tertns in the equations are

assumned to have mean zero and to be nomnally distributed. Thuis, the discrete outcomes are rmodeled

as probits atid the continuous outtcomes are modeled as normal regression equations conditiottal on the

Lunobservables.

16. The presentation of this methodology both here and in Appendix 2 closely follows that in Blau and

Hlagy ( 1 998).
17. 1 attetnpted to estihate tlhese models separately for white and black youth. In those toodels with the

heterogeneity cotitrols the sample of black youth were overspecilied. The estinmates of the factor loads in

for several of the equations for the discrete outcome were large and indistinguishable from each otlier

with regard to the probahility of the osmtconec occurrinig.
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Table 2
Estimnaued E.'ffet-fs o'f fird S.tart atmd Child (Care on Youth Outcomes

School Sospetision Grade Retenition PIAT-Math

Coefficienit Marginal Coelticien .Marginal Coefficient
Estimate Effect Estim'late Effect Estiinate

Noi heterogeneity controls
Heat! Start 0.286S' 0.091 0)2717* 0.061 -4.059**

(0.049) (().054) (0.701)
Child care 0.059 0,118 0.051 0)10 - 0.169

((1.037) (0.(042) (0.522)
Likelihood value -(14515.66 1 3,567.37 -33.0)3.91

With heterogeitvev controls
1lead Start 0.330t* (. 107 0.058 (11( -0(1.498

(0(.049) ((.095) ((0.578)
Child care 0 358* ` (.096 2.684*,* 0.489 28.919 *

0(1-092) ((1.563) (0.713)
Likelihoo(d value -t14476.71 13,516.98 -32,694.80

Notes: Standard e-rors arc in parenthcses Each equation includes the tollowittg regressors: youth's age.
the youth's gentder whether the yottth was first horn, a siihittnty variable indicating thtat the youth experi-
enced hart tSines at age I- or youtiger log of wage mndl salamy ittcorne of the responding parent andi his
or her spouse in the past cLlendar year ( 1996). * dusnoisy variahle indicating that labor incomae is itissing
the logarithm of 'lie ronwage incotme o' the respondidig parent's hooseitold front the past calendhar year,
a douniriny variable ittdicating itonwage iticome is mnissing, thle highest degree completed hy the youth's
itotlter, mother's heightt a set of dummny variahles indicating the relationshi1 s between the youth's biologi-
cal mother and thc nrspondittg paretit. the highest grade cotmpleted by the yosuth's maternal grandmother.
Sample suzes ior thes. eqLeatloos arc 7782, 7,616, and 5,310 for suspended. tepeated grade, and PIAT-
oath. respectively t indicates that the cotef'icient is signiticaiti at thit 5 percent level and " indicates that
the coefficient is signihicant at the I percent level.

the other two outcomes, th3ey (cto not have a significant effect on the likelihood that
a youth has been sstspenided fromt school.

Once the heterogeneity controls are included, child care appears to bring sizable,
long-termi benelits to those youth who attended. Having attended child care decreases
the probability that a youth has repeated a grade by 49 percentage points. Sintilarly.
having attended child care is associated with a 29 poiint increase in the PIAT-miath
scores. Although child care may increase school readiness in some ways that fiead
Start does not and the estimated eff'ects are stable as additional points of sttpport
were added to the heter-ogenieity distribution, the coefficient estitnates on the child
care indicator seem irnplatsibly large.

The estimated effect of child care attendance on school suspension increases and
becomies significanEt with the addition of' the heterogetleity controls. As previously
tuetitioned, hovwever. the heterogeneity cotntrols appear not to work well in the school
suspension model.

In geneial, unobserved characteristics appear to be imnportant in examining the
effects of Head Start and child care on youthi. In the m-nodels of grade retenition and
PIAT-miath scores, all of the factors are significant in most of the equations. How-
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ever, this is not the case in the school suspension model. For all three of the outcomes
considered. a likelihood-ratio test based on the unrestricted model and the one in
which the factor loads are restricted to zero (no controls for unobserved heterogene-
ity) strongly rejects the hypothesis of no heterogeneity. The test statistics are 38.95,
50.39, and 319.11 with 7, 10, and 15 degrees of freedom for school suspension,
grade retention, and PIAT--nath scores respectively.

Table 3 presents the coefficient estimates for other variables included in the youth
outcomne equations from the models that. include heterogeneity controls. These results
are consistent with other work that examines child and youth outcomes. 'Though the
effects are small, older youth have poorer outcomaes. For school suspension and grade
retention this makes sense because older youth have had more opport-anities to be
suspended and to repeat a grade. Males are more likely to have been suspended and
to have repeated a grade. This is also the case for black youth. In addition, black
and Hispanic youth score lower on the PIAT-math.

After controlling for observable and unobservable characteristics of the youth,
family incoml-e has little affect on the youth outcomes. This is consistent with other
work that m-feasures the ittmpact of fanmily incomiie on youth outcomes. (Blau 1999,
Mayer 1997, and Levy and Dluncan 2(000) liowever, having experienced hard times
prior to age 12 has an adverse effect on the youth outcomes examined here. These
results may indicate that tratmnatic events that. are associated with very low income
are harm:ful to children, but low income itself does not impact child and youth out-
comnes. An alternative interpretation is that resources available earlier in the lives of
the youth (hard times at age 12 or younger) may affect current outcomes to a greater
extent than more recent resources (family income last year). Across all three out-
comes considered, having a mother who has at least a high school diploma imnproves
the youth's outcomes. Moreover, the size of the improvement tends to be larger for
higher degrees.

B. Regression Results for Other Equations

This section presents the results from the equations that explain whether the youth
participated in lHead Start and whether the youth attended child care regularly in at
least one year before age five from the models that include heterogeneity controls.
In general, the patterns of sign and significance are the same for the equations ex-
plaininig Head Start and child care attendance when they are estimated jointly with
the different youth outcomes.

Table 4 contains the results irom the Head Start equations. The variables listed
at the top of Table 4 (ratio of children in Head Stairt out of those children ages three
to five who are in poverty, federal expenditure on Head Start per pailicipant, dummry
variables indicating whether the youth experienced hard tinmes at ages three, four,
and five) are the set of variables excluded fi-om the youth outcome equation. The
estimates presented here incdicate that the variables excluded from the youth outcomie
equations are not related to the probability that a youth participated in Head Start.18

IS. When the 1Head Start eenatioon is estimoated without the heterogeneity controls, none of the exctuded
variables are indivitiually significant. An L.R test indicates that these variables are jointly significant at the

0. t 0-level in the tiead Start equation estimated wittiout the heterogeneity coatrols.
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Table 3
Selected Coefficient Estimcates ftome Youith Outcome Equations, Model with
Heter-ogenei v Controls

Youth Outcomes

School Grade
Variables Suspension Retentioni PIAT-Math

Age (in moinths)

Male

Black

Hispanic

Labor income

Nonwage
Income
Experienced hard times at age

12 or under
Highest degree mother

GED

High school

Associate's

Bachelor's

More than bachelor's

High school degree
Missing

Number of observations

0.012**--
(0.001)
0.5S76**

(0.033)
0.537**

(0.050)
0.098

(0.055)
- 0,020*
(0.005)

--0.007
(0.005)
0.223*

(0.076)

-0.008
(0.077)

-0.364**
(0.050)

-- 0.472*
(0.071)

--0.683**
(0.069)

-0.712*'
(0.093)

-0.468*
(0.(91)

7,782

0.015**
(0.002)
0.424**

(0.060)
0.631 **

(0.087)
-0.056
(0.087)

---O.(09
(0.008)

--- 0.000
((.008)
0.4 i8 :

(0.113)

0.126
(0.106)

-- 0.551**'
(0.08*)
-0.482**
((.118)

-0.948**
(0.147)

- 0.782**
(0.183)

-0.446
(0.146)

7,616

-0.208" 
(0.0 12)
0.031

(0.313)
-5.884**
(0.555)

-2.129**
(0.587)
0.076

(0.050)
-0.037
(0.046)

- 1.8 19*
(0.744)

0.419
10.813)
2 .316**

(0.545)
3.384**

(0.711)
5.488**

(0.7(35)
5.558**

(0.859)
3.023*X
(0.998)

5,310

Notes: Standzrd errors are in parentheses. Each equationi includes the following additional regressors:
whether the youth was first born, a doamtn variable indieating that labor income is missing, a dummriy
variable indicating nonwage income is missing, mother's height, a set of dummy variables indicating the
relationsbip between the youth's biological mother and the responding parent, the highest degree completed
by the youth's inaternal grandmother. * indicates that the coefficient is significant at the 5 percent level
antI ** indicates that the coefficient is significant at the I percent level.
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Table 4
Selected Coteficient Estimates ftom Head Sttart Equation

Youth Outcomes

School Grade
Variables Suspension Retentioni PIAT-Math

Number of children in Head Start/
number of 3-5 year olds in pov-
erty

Federal expenditure per/Hlead
Start participant

Hlard tiines-age 3

Hard times--age 4

lHard times-age 5

Characteristics of youth
Male

Age (in months)

Black

Hispanic

Labor income

Nonwage income

Characteristics of miother
Number of siblings

GEl)

High school

Associate's degree

Bachelor's degree

More than bachelor's degree

Missing highest degree

Number of observations = 7.888

-8.633 --9.148
(11.969) (12.232)

-0.135
(0.400)

-0.187
(0.215)
0.333

(0.206)
0.402

(0.229)

0.032
(0.037)

-0.0(4
(0.003)
0.970)**

(0.049)
0.215**

(0.063)
--0.027**
(0.0()5)

-0.005
(0.( 16)

0.042**
(0.007)

-0.007
(0.077)
-0.285" *
(0.052)

-0.309'**
(0.077)

-0.732**
(0.083)
-0.991 **

(0.143)
-0.322**
(0.101)

-(1.168
(0.408)

--0.156
(0.230)
0.332

(0.214)
0.369

(0.238)

0.028
(0.038)

-0(.004
(0.003)
0.985*
(0.051)
0.209*
(0.064)

-(0.027**
(0.005)

-0.006
(0.006)

0.043**
(0.007)

--0.001
(0.078)

-0.273
(0.053)

--0 .296**
(0.081)

-0.728**
().085)

- 1.007**
(0.158)

-0.344**
(0.104)

-9t.618
(12.064)

-0.181
(0.399)

-0.151
(0.217)
0.301

(0.202)
0.401

(0.239)

0.031
(0.037)

-0.004
(0.003)
0.931**
(0.049)
0.191;*
(0.063)

-0.027**
(0.005)

-0.(0)5
(0.006)

0.041 **
(0.007)
(1.(01

(0.077)
--0.267**
(0.053)

-0.272"*
(0.077)

-0.688**
(0.083)

-0.963**
(0.146)

-0.3 14**
(0.102)

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. " indicates that the coefficienit is significant at the 5 percent
level and'** indicates that the coefficient is significant at the I percent tevel.
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Table 5
Selected Coefficient E'siimatesi romnC Hid ('dare EiA atiotn

Youth Outcomes

School Grade
Variables Suspension Retention PIAT-Math

Average, weekly cost of child care

Median earnings---- working womten

Hard times-age 3

Hard timnes-age 4

HIard times -age 5

Characteristics of youth
Male

Age (in nontlhs)

Black

Hispanic

l abor income

Nontwage inconme

Characteristics of mother
Numnber of siblings

GEID

Hiigh school

Associate's degree

Bachelor's degree

More than bachelor's degree

Missing highest degree

Number of observations = 7,787

-0.159
(0.248)
0.300**

(0.09()
-0.731 1
(0.351)
0.187

(0.284)
0.295
(0.280)

)0.002
(0)041)
0.006

(0.004)
(1.459**)

(0.0714)
(1.185

(0.080)
0.057"t

((0(09)
0.03 *

(0.006)

0.0(32
(0.(008)
0.305**

(0.127)
0.458**

(O.1197)
0.608**

(0.115)
0.54745

(0. i 10)
l .( l 8'¢ 

t0. 132)
0.465 **

(01.146)

-0.089
((.260)
0.340* "

(0.096)
0.43()

((0.296)
0.101

((1.3 16)
---0.103
((0.300)

-0.044
(0.044)
0.008

(0.005)
0.5(03**
(0.083)
0.157

(0.085)
0.062:`*

((.((9)
0.032*"k

(0.007)

-(.(01
((1.009)
0.352*

(0.130)
0 .506* 

(0.095)
0.658*5'

(0.117)
0.59 6 t*

((1.110)
1. I 16

((1.136)
0.436**

(0.146)

-0(.664
(0.419)
0,7295:*

(0.156)
-0.646
(0.444)

-0.108
(0.555)
0.660

(0.508)

(1.016
((0.068)
0.016*

((0.0(07)
0.070

(0.10(7)
0.0(19
(0.117)
0.078**

(0.010)
(0,044**

(03.01(1)3

--0.017
((0.013)
0.4 16**

(0.138)
0.806'*

(0.100)
1.350**

(0.185)
1 .486**

(0.192)
2.686**

(0.557)
0.795* *

(0. I 90)

Notes: Standard e-oors arc in paren-ftheses. * indicates that the coefficienit is significant at the 5 percent
level anid ** indi.cates that the coefficient is sigttniicalt at the I percent level.
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However, nonlinea-rities introduced by the discrete factors will help identify the Head
Start effects.

Not surprisingly, children who currently live in households ot' higher socioeco-
nomic status-measured by either current inscome or mother's highest degree comn-
pleted-are less likely to have attended Head Start. In addition, the number of sib-
lings that the youth's mother had at age 14 is associated with a greater likelihood
of having attended Head Start.

In Table 5 the results from the equations that explains whether the youth attended
child care are presented. This table is organized in the same manner as T'able 4 with
the variables excluded from the youth outcomes equations listed at the top of the
table (average cost of child care, average earnings for women, dummy variables
indicating that the youth experienced hard times at ages thrce, four, and five).

In the three sets of estinmates presented, the probability of having attended child
care is increasing in the median earnings of working women in the year of the youth's
fourth birthday. These earnings represent one component of the opportunity cost of
a mother caring for her child as opposed to working outside of the home and em-
ploying some kind of child care. As this opportunity cost rises, youth are more likely
to have attended child care. Youth who live in higher income households and those
with better educated mothers are inore likely to have attended child care. These
characteristics may also be related to the youth's mother working outside of the
home. The likelihood that a youth attended child care does not vary by gender or
Hispanic ethnicity. The results fromi the models for school suspension and grade
retention show that black youth are miore likely ito have attended child care.

V. Conclusion

The body of previous work that has examined the ef'fects of Head
Start on clhild outcomes (other than IQ) has been inconclusive on whether participa-
tion in the program yields persistent benefits. To a Large extent, this has been driven
by the available data. Using the NLSY97 helps to rermedy sorne of the data issues
because it is both a large, nationally representative data set and contains outcomes
up to the teenage years. lThis data set will become more useful in examining this
question as irioe waves are collected and mnultiple observations for the youth becosme
available. In addition, as the youth age, one will be able to exarmine the eff'ect of Head
Start and of other childhood events on outcomes susch as high school completion and
earnings using the NLSY97.

The estimates presented here indicate that participation in Head Start does nut have
long-term benefits on the outcomes examllined. I find that Head Start has no effect on
the probability that the youth repeated a grade or on PIAT-math scores. This result
is compatible with the finding that compensatory preschool programs that are long in
duration and intensive are more likely to improve participants' long-term outcomes.

Recent work by Garces, ThoImias, and Currie (2000) finds little evidence of a rela-
tionship between Head Start and adult outcomes in a sample that pools white and
African-Arnerican respondents. In contrast, when the models are estimated separately
for sLbsamples of wlhite and African-American respondents, Head Start participation
is found to increase the probability of completing high school fur whites, to increase
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the probability of attending college for whites, and to decrease the probability of crimii-
nal charges or convictions for African-Americans. Racial differences in the impact of
Head Start may result because of systematic differences by race across thie Head Start
programs or the schools attended after leaving fHead Start. In fact, Cutie and Thomas
(2000) find that black children who attended Head Start attend schools where average
eighth grade test scores are lower than those at schools attended by nioniattenidee black
children. Because the sample used in this paper is pooled across racial groups. benefits
that Head Start brings to sonic subgr-oups may be masked.

The estimates that irmply that Ilead Start increases the likelihood of school suspen-
sion are unLlikely to be measuring the ''true'' effect of Head Start. It does not seem
feasible that additionial resources received at preschool ages could lead to worse
outcormes in teentage years. One possible explanation for this finding is that the unob-
servables that af'fect both the probability ot' suspension fromi school and the probabil-
ity that a youth attended Head Start are not controlled for sufficielntly. Although a
likelihood-ratio lest rejects the no hieterogeneity model for school suspension in favor
of the model with heterogencity controls, none of the factors in any of the equations
that make up this model are individually signiticant.

Another possibility for the detrimenital effect of H1ead Start on school suspenision
is that the outconme examined should be measured differently. Head Start participa-
tion may not decrease the probability that a youth gets suLspended. but instead may
decrease the number of titmies that a youth is suspendied.

In addition, die youth who attenid Head Start may go on to attend poor schools and
have disadvantaged peers. Both of which may negatively affect outcormes in teenage
years, including suspension from school. As mentioned above, Cuomie and Thoinas
(2000) provide some support for this explanation as to why IElead Stan: may not bring
long-term gains to its participants. '[his hypothesis could also be examnined ulSinlg the
NLSY97 because information on peers and schooi characteristics is available.

Appendix I

Comparison of Present Specification With TI'lat of Carrie anld Thionzas (1995)

Because of data limitations, the present specification differs from that emrployed in
Currie and Thomiias (1995) in key ways. This appendix explores the effects of two of
those differences: (1) a measure of mother's ability (AFQT score) is not included and
(2) the logarithmn of current income as opposed to permanenut income is included in the
child outcome equations in the specification employed in this analysis. 'I'his appendix
presents estimates for both the presenit specification and a specitication that is similar
to Currie and Thomas (CT) using the data source employed in C'T' (1995). the National
Longitudinal Sui'vey of Youth Mother-Child Supplement (INlSY-MCS) estimated on
both the restricted sample that contains only observations for those childreni who have
a sibling who also has a valid observations on the outcoime considered and the un-
restricted sample of all children with a valid outcome. I examine whether differences
in the specification emiployed affect the estimated Head Start effects.

Tables Al and A2 provide selected descriptive statistics for the samnples used to
estitnate each of the youth outcomes, for black and white youth respectively. The
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Table Al
Selected DIescriptive Sratishics-Black Seample

Yoluthi Outcomes

PLAT-intath
Standard PIAT-iimatl Repeat Repeat Suspended

90 Standard Grade 90 Grade 90 Suspended

tfnrestricted sample
Youth outcome 94.58 94.77 0.36 0.18 0.18 0.20

t12.62) (13.04)
Head Start 0.41 0.37 0.41 0.37 0.41 0.37
Preschool 0.57 0.57 0.47 0.54 0.47 (1.54
Current income i9,341.34 25,0)55.27 18,260.25 27,072.56 18,167.03 27,075.53

17270.34) (19,341.34) (15,420.31) (44,896.38) (15,421.65) (44,981.96)
Income age 3 17,656.52 20,477.05 16.187.69 19,956.70 16,252.21 19,962.28

(3(,199.31) (17,656.52) (16,529.91) (39,177.12) t16,697.57) (39,246.(7)
AFQ7' 0.49 0.53 (0.43 0.52 0.43 1).52

(0.44) (0.49) (0.42) (0.46) (0.41) ((1.46)
Child's age 108.65 117.1(0 146.94 136.90 146.81 136.87

(33.86) (108.65) (22.25) (3(.75) (22.23) (30.75)
Sample size 2,637 7,350 897 4,462 883 4.447

Restricted samriple
Youth oUtcomile 93.7 94.36 0.42 0.19 0.18 0.20

(12.78) (13.05)
Head Start 0.42 (1.38 (1.43 0.37 0.43 0.37
Preschool 0.52 0.56 0.41 0.53 s).4I (1.53
Current inconie 19,192.83 24,839.60 16,281.32 26,583.46 16,435.21 26,611.26

(17,216.18) (42,094.91) 113,665.(8) (42,432.04) (14,275.95) (42,516.03)
Incomie age 3 16,546.75 19,299.28 14,921.26 18,579.18 (5.220.69 IS,599.57

(33,262.04) (40,58S.35) (14,375.50) (34,832.62) (14,920.19) (34,893.87)
Ai-;QT 0.46 (1.51 0.34 0.50 0.34 0.49

().43) (0.45) (0.38) (0.44) (0.49) (0.43)
Child's age 111.60) 117.57 151.05 137.5(0 150l.76 138.23

(34.60() (34.69) (23.47) (30.57) (23.40) (30.73)
Sample size 1,927 6,424 485 3,873 473 3.858

top half of the table presents the statistics for the unrestricted sample. The bottom
half of the table presents the statistics lor the restricted sample. The first column of
each table contains descriptive statistics for the sample used to estim1ate the children's
standard score on the PIAT-math using data collected from 1986 through 1990. Ihe
secondl column contains the descriptive statistics for the sample used to estimate the
children's standard score on the PIAT-imath using all data that are currently available
(1986-98). Columns 3 and 4 present the descriptive statistics for repetition of a
grade for data froom the years 1986-90 and 1986-98 and Columts 5 and 6 do the
same for school suspensions. The restricted samples that used (lata from 1986-90
are drawn based on the sample criteria used in CT (1995).

Comnparisons show that the restricted and unrestricted samples differ very little
on the dimetisions considered. In contrast, the samples com1posed Of the observations
of the children through ] 99I) are different from those that contain observations of
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Table A2
Selected Descriptive Statistics -^ White Sample

Yolith Olutcomes

PEAT-math
Standard PIAT-math Repeat Repeat Suspended

90 S aidrd Gradcr 90 Grade 90 Suspended

UJntrestricted sample
Youith outcome 101.03 103.20 i.28 0.09 0.08 0.06

(12.43 (12.7') (0.45) (0.28) (0.27) 0)24)
Hlead Start 0.14 0.tI L.t 4 RN.09 (0.14 0.00
Preschool 1.1SS 0.57 0.37 0.56 0.37 11.56
CoInTent income 30.249.06 4 3611.32 30,342.65 47.941.77 A 176.22 47,951.92

(21,148.55) '72,7 5.27) (2T0,003.44) (80,357.10) (.20,791.021 (80,412.05)
Incomie age 3 28,163 .58 37.867.82 23,377.52 37.79(0.91 23,471.45 37,841.66

,48,225.73) (81,210.36) (15,130.79) (76,766.97) (15.01)8,861 (76,850.861
AFQT 1.14 133 100 Ls.34 0.99 1.35

(0.67) (0.72) (0.64) (1.73) (0.64) 10.73)
Child's age 10(0.30 1 t.37 142.17 128.91 142.02 128.85

(29.62) (32.56) (19.23) (30.94) (19.52) (3(1.95)
Samnple size 3.1113 9,55(0 797 5,692 792 5,681

Restricted sainple
Youth outcome 100.39 103.13 0.35 (1(9 1Q I 0.106

(12.64) (1124) (0.48) ((0.28) ((0.31) (01.26)
Head Start 0.25 (.1 (.16 (1.111 O1.7 ().1(
Preschool 0.5() 0.57 0.28 0.55 0.28 0.55
Current income 30.085.47 44,3815.(4 31 t'96.02 4S,532.47 30,830.63 48,563.44

(20,954. 19) (74,244.44) (20( 837.91) (81,555.85) (20,714.12) (81,639.321
Income age 3 25.868.79 38,725.2) 23,932.79 38,880.86 24,060.21 38,951.15

(16623.901 881,S46.63) (14,249.52) (79.073.14) 14,2207.84) (791 83.93)
AFQT IA10 133 (1.91 1.34 0.91 1.34

(0.66) ()0.72) (0.64) (0.73) (0.64) (0.73)
Chiild's age 1(14.97 11i.95 147.47 131.97 147.41 130.'32

(30.17) 132.52) (2(.92) (3(.16) (21.01) (31).11)
Sample size 2,04(0 8,023 372 4,735 s367 4,722

the c hildren tthrough 1998. Whei more years of data are examined the children's
families have, on average, higher income both currently and when the children were
age threce, and their mother's AFQT scores are higher. This is likely because the
later data contain children born to older mothiers. When }observations through 1998
are included, the children in the PIAi'-math samples are older and those that com-
prise the repeat-grade anid suspended samples are yotunger.

Tables A3 and A4 present estimates of the cffect of Head Start on the threc child
outcomes fur the CT specihication and the present specification estiinated oni both
the unrestricted and restricted samples. I believe that the CT specification is similar,
but not identical to that employed in CT (19 95 ) '9 The columns in Tables A3 and

9. 'The variables incilided in the CT specificationa re a duriinmy variabhe indicating lHead Start attedance.
a duniimy variahbe for attenidance of other preschool progratti, a durirny variable for first-horn, child's
gender. child's age at assessment. Iogarithm of permanent incoote, mnother's highlest grade completed, a
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Table A3
Comparison of9OLS Coejfficient Estimtates on Helad Start across Specijfications
and Samnple Selection Criteria-Black Sample

Child Outcomes

Specilication PIAT-inath PIAT-math Repeat Repeat SuspendedI
and Sample Standard 90 Standard Gradte 90 Grade 90 Suspended

Cr specification, restricted sample
NI regressors -2.405 * -2.l45* -0).047 0.059** 0.052 0.049*Y

(0.914) (0.634) (0.068) (0.020) (0.0144) (0.019)
Regressors (1.939 -0.021 -0.038 (.()(9 -0.064 0.020

(0.862) (()1548) (0.071) ((I.l)19) (0.045) (0.019)
Fixed effects 0.033 (.215 0.020 0.021 --0.060 0.022

(0.963) (((.460) (0.083) ((.(020) (0.071) (0.02()
Sample size 1.927 6.424 485 3.873 473 3,858

CTF specification, unrestricted sarmple
No regressors 2 398> -2.351F* 0.018 0.061* 0.003 0.049**

((1.738) (0.576) (0.046) (0.017) (0.032) (0.017)
Regressors -0.843 - ). 183 -0.012 0.010 -0.032 0.018

(0.692) (0.508) (0.047) ((0.017) (0.032) ((0.0)17)
Sample size 2,637 7 351) 897 4,462 883 4,447

Present specificationi; rest)ticted sample
Regressors -1.239 -0 483 0.047 0.0(5 0.091*1 0.013

(0.656) (0.358X (0.052) (O.014) (10.041) (0.014)
Fixed effects 0.01S 0.215 0((.00)4 0.022 -0(.0)63 (0.024

'().962) (0.460() (11.183) (0.02()) ((0.71) (0.020)
Sample size 1,927 6,424 485 3.873 473 3.858

Present specification, unrestricted samiple
Regressors -1.145 -0.71)6 -0.013 (1.017 -t0.035 0.012

(0.720) (1).537) (1.0144) (11.1117) (0.033) (0.017)
Sample size 2*637 7,350 897 4.462 883 4,447

Notes: Standard errors are in parenthleses. * indicates that the coefficient is significant at the 5 percent
level and ** indicates that the coefiicient is significant at the I percent level.

A4 present results for the different outcotnes that arc estimated. T'he first three rows
of results present the estimtates of the Head Start effect for the Cl specificationi
estirnated on the restricted satnple. The next two rows present estimates of the Head

duminy' variable indicating niother's highest gr.ade coruipleted is rnissing, motler;s afqt score (normalized
for aige at wlhich slIe took the afqt), a drimly variable ind(icating that mother's AFQT score is missing,
niother's height. a dummLny variable indicating mother's height is m1issing. number of mother's siblings,
maternal grandmother's highest grade comiipleted, a dunmmy variable indicatiisg grandmotther s highest
grade completed is missing, and a durmmy variable indicatirng income itieasuire is missing. The variables
included in the current specification are a duminy variable indicating Head Start attendance, a dummy
variable for atterdance of other preschool program, a duinriv variable for first-borni. child's gender, child's
age at assessment log ifithm of current household income frorn labor sources, logarithm of current nonwage
household incon'e, set of darirmy variables indicating the iotiter's highest degree completed, mother's
height, a dumnmy variabie indicating mother's height is riiissing. number of mother s siblings, a durimly
variable indicating that nnuisher of mother's siblings is nmissiig, set of' turtiriiy variables indicating the
highest grade completed by the mnaternal grandmother, a dumnmy variable indicating that inconme from
labor is uiiss.ng and a durnisy variable indicating that nionwage income is missiuig.
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Table A4
Comparison of OL'S Coefficient Estimates on Head Start across Specifications
and Sample Selection Criteria- - W'hite Sample

Child Outcomes

Speciticattorn PIAT-imath PlAT-math Repeat RepeaLt Suspended
and Samiple Standard 90 Standard Grade 90 (irade 9(1 Suspended

C T specificatiorn, restrictedi sample
No regressors -7.243** 6.692** 0.234 ( 0.11414* 0.1 17 (.1()I**

(1.235) (0.964) (0.092) (0.030) ((1.081) (0.032)
Regressors -4.468-* -2.727'* 0.164 0.05S* 0.074 0).06*8*

(I.172j 0).877) (0(.1(02) 10.027) (0..071) (0.029)
Fixed effects 1.157 - .81 t (A.460)** 0.003 01.004 O.050**

(1.304) (1.686) (((.1 76) (0.022) (0.123) (11.020)
Sample size 2.04U} 8023 372 4,735 367 4,722

CT specilication, unrestricted sample
No regressors -f.443** --6.247* 0.( 185- 0. 105**' 0.102 0.097-*

(1.0 13) (0.864) 10.069) (0.028) (0.053) (0.(29)
Regressors -3.63 5** 2.480** 0.10)4 0.050* 11.066 0.066**

(.0949) (0.790) 10.066) ((1.(125) (0.044) (0.026)
Sanipie size 3,013 9.550 797 5,692 792 5,681

Present specificatiott; restricted samlple
Regressors -4.953** -3.476*' 0.179** 0.062*' 0.06(1 0.066*'

(0.8I6) (0.46(1) (0.072) (0.137) (0.047) (0.012)
Fixed effects 1.1(10 -0.809 -0.47f6** 0.004 0.004 0.049*

(1.302) 10.686) (ft.177) (0,022) (0.124) (0.02(t)
Sarotple size 2,040 8,023 372 4,735 367 4,722

Present specilication, usnrestricted sample
Regressors -4.4694* 3.123E * 0.104 0.051* 0.1164 0.t)63"*

10.933) ((1.783) (0.062) (0.022) (0.043) ((0.024)
Satmple size 3,013 9,550 797 5,692 792 5,681

Notes: StandardI Frrors are in parentheses. ' indicates that the coefficiernt is signiticant at the 5 percent
ieve' and 21* indicates that the coefficicitt is significant at the I percent level.

Start effects when estirnated usinig the CT specificationi, and the ulnrestricted sample.
Thie sixth and seventh rows and the eighth row contain the results that use the speci-
fication employed in this paper and the restricted and unrestricted samples respec-
tively.

'I'able A3 indicates that Head Start does not imnpact the outcomes of' black children
once other charactenstics of the children and their families have been taken into
accouint. This is the case regardless of the specification or sample used. When no
regressors besides Head Start participation and attendance of preschool are con-
trolled, having attended Head Start is associated with lower scores on the PIAT-
math and a greater likelihtood of havinig been suspended in somne instances. CT (1995)
also found no evidence of significant Head Start effects on academic outcoimes of
black children.

In 'Fable A4, when observed characteristics o(f the white youth are not controlled,
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participation in Head Start is found to decrease math achievement scores, increase
the likelihood of having repeated a grade (1986--90 sample only) and increase the
probability of having been suspendedi from school (1986-98 sample only). For
the most part. in the fixed-effects models. Head Start is found to be unrelated to the
child outcomnes. There are two exceptions. First, when observations through 1990
are used. having attended flead Start decreases the probability that a white child will
have repeated a grade in both the restricted and unrestricted samples. I'his corre-
sponds to the estimated effect of IHead Start oni the grade retention of white presented
CT (1995). Second, having attended Head Start increases the probability that the
child has been expelled from school when observations through 1998 are used.

For both black and white children, the patterns of sign of signiticance are consis-
tent across the two specifications considered and the unrestricted and restricted sam-
ples. 'IThere are differences. however, that depend on whether data through the 1990
or 1998 survey are used.

Appendix 2

Likelihood Function

The distribution of the g's in the equations of the model is assumed to be given by
the following step ftinction

lr(p,, = levy) = p,Yj in 1. 4, M, p -- 0

and

= l,j 1,..., J

where u ,,j is the mth point of support in the distribution of the jth factor, p,,j is the
probability that the jth factor takes on the value t,,J, and M is the number of points
in the support of the distribution of each of the ,t's.

The parameters to be estimated are the O's, p's, u's, and p's with the J and M
specified a priori and alternative models estimated ftr different values of J and M.
The likelihiood contribution of youth i is, lJH®, A) = Pr(P PT;, .Si, CC, qk). ILet
LS®Il.t1, W'2 ft . . .) represent the probability that youth i has the outcome k that
we observe in the data conditional on the values of the discrete factors. The model
is estimated separately for each q k. Using a case with three pemianent factors (J =
3) as an illustration where each pennanent factor has M points of support, I have

,i?(3, A) = IVrI I VU1 I Pm" T P r', p, 3L,(,LJO I P l.t2, im).

I assume that each of p!'s is drawn from independent extreme-value distributions
and that each of the w'i is drawni frotn an independent standard normal distribution.
'I'hus, for each of the discrete outcomes (P1, HS, CC, qh for k - suspended, repeated
grade), I get
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Pr(PI = 1I. [,2. [ti- = O(PJ - ,P,, - X"'p2 0 - P1iui1 - Pml2.t P-ktL3)

lPr(IIS = I pi, > ,) =- (HS , --- 0 - X"HS'O2, - PI P2412 - PsuW)

Pr((,'(' I 1, [2' [3) = {('C - 1cc' - t O - PikP,I P21,A: PaP3)

Pr(lqk l_ ,II[, [12, [13) =

(k Oki -qt f' Okk3k -( X 0,44 - Pukil - P2k4P2 --- PN,3

where (1 is the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal variate. Assum-
ing that for the conitinuous outccomes tq"

1 ). the w,t's are drawn fromn independernt
mean-zero normal distributions, the probability of' those outcomes conditional on
the values of the discrete factors are given by

Pr(q...rI p, [l', [ti) =

f[qP1AT _- - Q 2I-S -- 95 3CC -- XfM I",1 4 - PIPIAfl - P211V1,[12 -_ P3PLATF31

where < is the probability denisity function of a standard normal variate and QT.PIAF

is the square root of the variance of s''' t . The- estimated heterogeneity parameters
are available upon request.
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